
Shirley Zerbe 
 

I was born and raised near Chicago., and graduated from  Marion Catholic High School. 
I am a mother of two daughters and  I have three lovely granddaughters.  
Jerry has been my husband for eighteen years,  and we are both retired and enjoying 
life.    I worked 35 years for a major retail store in Human Resources and all “non- sell” 
departments.  
As a member of the Pasco Fine Arts center, I served on the board of directors for two 
years.  I was privileged to be part of a nominating committee for scholarships through 
my employer. I am a member of the West Pasco Quilters, where we work to provide 
hand made quilts at Christmas for over 200 children in local schools.  
 

Unity teachings have become a big part of my life. I was without a church and looking 
for something that was missing for years. Six years ago a friend from work asked me to come to a Sunday service. I 
became a member of Unity two years later.  The teachings of Unity is what was missing in my life.  I am very happy to 
be part of this community. 

Bobby DeFrancesco 

I was born in Queens, New York, and moved to St Petersburg  where I was raised in 
a large Catholic family. Most of my adult working life I was in hospitality manage-
ment .  While living in Washington DC  I  served on the Board of Directors at Laurel 
Regional Hospital and also put in over  fifteen thousand hours  as a volunteer.  
 

My true spiritual journey started when  I was introduced to Unity of Port Richey and 
the Unity teachings.  I found it such a comfort to know that I was free to question, 
and that I wasn’t crazy to believe that God was not something or someone to fear.   
 

 I  have been attending  Unity since 2011. I still have a lot to discover and learn.     
Becoming a prayer chaplain in 2013 was the greatest gift I have ever given to myself. 

I have learned that I am worthy of all the good that has been given to me in my life.  I cannot explain how medita-
tion and prayer have made such a difference in my life.  For me the silence of meditation has taught me more about 
myself than most books I’ve read and I am an avid reader.  
 

I have never liked labels. To me Unity is just that.  I am the master of my own mind.  I am free to change my mind at 
anytime. When I think of our vision statement –“A World transformed through the growing movement of a shared 
spiritual awakening”, that awakening to me is for the world to realize the oneness of all that is. 
  I would be proud and blessed to serve and learn from being on the board of directors. I live in Port Richey with my 
partner of 27 years, Bill, my dog Princess and our two cats Tiger and Lilly. Thank you for this opportunity.  

Steve Paich 

Before attending a Unity 30 years ago, past teachings allowed me to view myself       
separate from God. My spirit was dormant until I died.  

Unity taught me that spirit is alive and well right now in the moment guiding me every 
step of the way and am I paying attention by letting go of thought. What an absurd 
thing to do... let go. I fought this because I thought if I controlled my thoughts then I 
would be happy. It is the absence of thought that I strive for and where all guidance 
comes. The act of letting the mind go of thought, and being present allows me to be 
living a spiritual life as close to God as possible.  As a member of First Unity of               
St. Petersburg, I hosted and lead numerous Spirit Expressing groups, taught Sunday 
School and helped with various events.  

I was a Board Member of the Suncoast Epilepsy Assoc., Chairman of the Ambassador Committee for the St Peters-
burg Chamber of Commerce, and on the Finance Committee for the FL Assoc. of Community Health Centers. I have 
been a board member here at Unity for 3 years. I have worked as a  Financial Risk Manager, and as a Controller/
CFO for non-profit and for profit organizations. 
My desire is to bring my loving talents to Board service to expand the Unity teachings to others in our community. 

 


